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How the Concept of Transgender Changed The World
“There's a gender in your brain and a gender in your body” (“Chaz Bono Quotes”). The
stereotype is that girls wear pink and play with dolls, boys wear blue and play with trucks. If
you're a boy and you wear pink, you get looked at funny because that's not what your gender is
“supposed” to wear. Some people don’t feel this way, instead these people are known as
Transgender: When a person is born either male or female but feels the opposite of their gender
they are born with. Around 1.4 million people out of 326 million total people in America are
transgender, not including the millions of others all around the world (Groskopf). Over 1.4
million people defied the originally known gender system.
Christine Jorgensen was the first documented person to come out to the public as
transgender, in 1952. She had been a man who felt like a woman on the inside. This led her to
undergo in a sex-change with surgery and hormone pills. Before this, no one really knew about
transgender, and it was not known as something that happened (Mcquiston). If people had
thoughts about feeling like they belonged to the opposite sex, they took drugs, or had therapy
because people didn’t know how to handle these thoughts and what they were (Kuklin).
If you haven't heard of Caitlyn Jenner, you've been under a rock for the past three years.
How about Bruce Jenner? Most people would know the Kardashian family, Jenner was the father
of the family until 2015 at age 65. She had kept this secret from everyone for 50 years! She felt
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like people would judge and since she is known by millions, her fame would fanish, but it was
the total opposite. The beginning of her fame came from the show Keeping Up With the
Kardashians; which she starred in. The next year in 2015 Caitlyn came out to the public via
twitter and other online social medias about her gender switch. After this her popularity was
boosted, a lot of people were talking about it for months, and after a little while she left the show,
and she divorced her wife Kris but, still sees her children (“Caitlyn Jenner”). Many people
viewed the show Keeping Up With the Kardashians, and lots loved the whole family. Once all
those viewers found out the news, people were shocked, some in an angered way, some in a
exciting way (“Learn about Caitlyn Jenner”).
These past two people that have been talked about were both adults when coming out
with their sex-change. Now imagine a young kid coming out to friends and family about wanting
to be a girl. Kind of different right? Jazz Jennings was just five years old when she spoke out to
the world that she wanted to be a girl not a boy on the show 20/20 in 2015 (“5 questions”).
When she was in 3rd grade she was on a soccer team, but she was forced to play on the boys
team because it would have been unfair for her to play on the girls team. Jennings got a two and
a half year ban from playing soccer in her state because she wanted to play on the girls team not
the boys team. Her parents then went to the United States Soccer Federation (USSF) and fought
with them for a while until they lifted the ban, now anyone transgender can play on their
self-designated gender team. Since then Jennings was an idol to young teenagers who were
scared to come out of the closet. On social media and on television she repeatedly spoke out that
you can be yourself, don't be afraid to be you (Walsh). Jennings and her family are owners of a
company TransKids Purple Rainbow. This company is all about telling the world that Gender
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Dysphoria is not something a person can control. Mainly this company is to help teens and
children, and to tell others that there is nothing wrong with them, the kids should be able to be
themselves and if anyone needs to change its society. A lot parents disown their children because
they think their child is stupid for thinking this way, or some parents will make their kids take
drugs or go to classes/camps to fix their “problem” when it really isn't a problem (Kulin).
TransKids Purple Rainbow has opened a lot of peoples eyes about transgender, and also helping
parents with how to handle their child's life changing situation to make a happier home.
These three people all are from America so why don't we move onto some other
countries. With all the progress America is making with passing laws for trans people, you
would think this country is on top of things, but really it isn't. Argentina and Denmark are ahead
of all countries when it comes to passing laws/trans rights. In 2012 Argentina passed a law of
gender identity, thus meaning sex-change surgery was a legal right. Two years later Denmark
passed the same law but you have to be over the age of 18. The next year Malta’s government
passed a Gender identity, Gender expression, and sex characteristics act meaning people who are
trans get legal respect and privacy. America has only passed a few laws connecting to trans
rights (Ansari), let's get on with it America!
In brief, who knew that our world could go beyond the original expectations of people?
Different people changing the world in their own ways, changing the spectrum of how humans
live everyday. In the millions of people in the world who are transgender, they all change the
world for the better one step at a time. Jorgensen, Jenner, and Jennings are three amazing women
who showed people that it is okay to be themselves, even if you are scared, there is always
someone there.
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